Title
Big Data Developer

Company
Principal BigData Scientist

Job Description
• Design and develop Stream Machine learning or Stream Graph base on Flink at Cloud Platform
• Design and develop IoT UDF on Stream SQL
• Develop Cloud Stream Service and implement SLA

Skills and Qualifications
• Master degree in Computer Science, Statistics, Engineering, Math or Physics, Ph.D prefered
• Familiar with open source software like: Flink, Spark, Hbase, Kafka, Zookeeper, Flume etc...
• Familiar with Scala, Akka, Netty, PlayFramework, Java etc...
• Experience delivering industrial products and services;
• Strong interpersonal and communication skills
• Ability to lead and effect change and influence decisions
• Technical publications and/or open source contributions are an asset

Location
Hangzhou, P.R. China

Contact
shijinkui@huawei.com